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IIA AND MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGIES TEAM UP ON
HOMELAND SECURITY ACTIVITIES
Washington, D.C. -- Integrated Infrastructure Analytics, Inc., a leading provider of
specialized power, water, and homeland security products and support services, is pleased
to announce that it has formed a strategic alliance with Meridian Technologies, Inc., a
manufacturer of high quality fiber optic transmission systems for voice, video and data
solutions that are designed, engineered and serviced at its location just outside New York
City.
Ed Badolato, the President and CEO of Integrated Infrastructure Analytics, Inc. (IIA) has
developed IIA into a company with activities that span four key disciplines - power
generation, water purification, strategic decision making, and homeland security. With
years of experience in observing terrorist and sabotage activities, predicting possible
scenarios and providing optimal plans to prevent and mitigate adverse acts, IIA applies
the global and domestic business vision and experience of its top-flight management
team's proven record to successfully plan and execute business opportunities to provide
solutions to customer’s critical challenges.
Meridian Technologies is known world-wide for its superior and reliable product
performance capabilities and diagnostics, and provides system integration and
architecture design support in the areas of security and surveillance technologies.
“IIA provides an established presence in Washington,” said Mr. Badolato. “Our mission
is to assist clients in the field of homeland security by providing vulnerability
assessments, developing programs and training as well as making recommendations for
systems that would help facilitate enhanced security. This will be accomplished through
the integration of the business and technology vision and capabilities of both companies.”
Denise Shay, Meridian Chairman stated that, “the mutual goal of this partnership is to
provide our clients with optimum levels of service, support and products.”
For more information on these companies, please refer to their respective web sites,
www.iiainc.net and www.meridian-tech.
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